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Dear All,
We experienced neat and tidy Rwanda, where you are even not allowed to
have any plastic bags (except if you hide them), where the whole population
gathers every last Saturday morning of the month to voluntarily clean the
streets, where you have some of the most dangerous drivers in the world all
following at the same time the Government’s road regulations and or their
own ones and even passengers of motorbike drivers who are about to
commit suicide wear helmets – all these are issues typical for real Rwandan
Africa. We crossed the border into Uganda – again real Africa, nevertheless
somehow nearer to DRC than Rwanda – maybe real, real Africa or deepest
Africa. Ignoring all this, crossing the border people got friendlier, more open,
maybe not that depressed by their own history. So we’re back to plastic bags
on the roadside, to all these places were everybody is paying taxes to the
local councils, but nobody is ever cleaning up the roadside: We’re also in the
country with the definitely most dangerous drivers in the world and millions of
motorbike drivers with passenger but without helmet trying to survive between
the suicide car drivers – as you can state all sounds a little familiar to situations
in the Congo. As far as we could observe, Uganda has not yet adopted
driving on the leftern or the rightern side of the road, they are still
experimenting with all traffic crossing in the middle of the road. In this situation
the real art of driving is not the selection of the correct gear, not being
confused which is the pedal for the brake and the one for accelerating, or
closing the car’s door before driving on a highway. In Uganda driving has
much more of a psychological touch. You see you have to cross a car. You
and your oncoming counterpart car both drive in the middle. Now you have
to find out within seconds (because both cars drive at about 150km/h – of
course) should you go on the left side of the road, or better on the right side,
would maybe your counterpart go on the right side when you do the same,
or maybe on the left one – all questions to be answered in no time and with a
lot of psychological sensitivity. But once you master this and if you have the
opportunity to gain some experience – thus not being one on these numerous
victims of ruthless driving in Uganda – then you’re fine with the system of
driving in the middle of the road, you enjoy your decisions and specially the
correct ones of your oncoming driver who also seems to be quite sensitive on
these questions.
But we, especially Martin as the driver and Monika as the navigator, both lost
10kg (each) after driving through Kampala (don’t be afraid we regained our
weight with water enriched with hope, malt and barley after leaving the
proud capital of Uganda). The car got an extra filling of heavy, high sulphur
diesel and it was happy to continue.
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After Uganda we crossed into Kenya. We could feel that country is more
advanced; e.g. they already took the decision on which side to drive.
Therefore, the roads need to be wider and instead of these millions of
Ugandan motorbikes Kenya has millions of heavy loaded trucks supplying
from the port of Mombasa half of Africa.

But let’s start where it all started:
We entered Uganda at a very small border post near Kisoro and continued to
Lake Bunyonyi, famous for its islands. Border formalities were very quick,
except that the customs officer never had seen a rooftop tent before and
suspected that we had dozens of wine bottles hidden in there. He wanted us
to open it. Luckily, after some small talk about his family, his digestion and his
latest adventures in the neighbouring town (Bo Ntate Tsuinyane and Nkabu
be assured he knew about what to do to avoid souvenirs) he completely
forgot about it. So we entered Uganda, with a simple stamp in the passport
allowing us to stay for 3 months (against an equivalent of 50 Dollars per
person), with the first stamp in our Carnet de Passage for the car and a
receipt proofing that we actively contributed with an amount of 20 Dollars to
the overall maintenance of all roads in Uganda.
Lake Bunyonyi was very nice, nice cottages and beautiful view and the worst
rating on trip advisor we ever saw. However, we just saw it afterwards but the
reality was much, much better. Probably they fired the underpaid staff who
was responsible for the bad publicity in trip advisor and replaced him by a
highly qualified 5-star (well nearly) – manager – cleaner (for those learning
German the Ugandan Wollmilchsau with some goaty elements).
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The road to get there was a little bit different; one construction site after the
other and then those Kamikaze – drivers (see above), can you imagine.
Nevertheless we continued. During our drive northwards we gained quite
some experience with driving in the middle of the road, especially when
another car was approaching with the usual 150km/h on a sharp edge high
up in the mountains. Maybe like a real test for your new car – just in case it
fails, the oncoming car would add some paint to yours, so carefully choose
the colour of this guy before starting the adventure.
For us, after a few hundred kilometres this game of driving in the middle of the
road got a little boring. So we had to plan our adventures ahead. We
remembered a story and pictures we received some time ago from Rolf. He
reported from a trip to some mountains leading straight up to the moon – the
Ruwenzoris. So in the evening, after having arrived in the small town of Kasese,
we headed straightforward to the so-called Ruwenzori Mountain Services. This
is in Uganda a kind of a monopolistic provider of these moon trips. In the
internet you can read a lot about this company, what they do and especially
what they do not do. But they simply seem to have the best route to those
mountains. Don’t blame the company for that, it’s simply the result of our
effort to convert the world into paradise – a typical representative of a civil
society group not helped by anybody in the world. So they had to go for selfhelp by engaging some developing partners doing everything for them.
Finally that helped the most initiative members of this group to establish a
certain monopolist position and thus allow tourist to climb Ruwenzori. After we
finally found the guy responsible for the odd tourist reception and money
collection we agreed on a six-day trip, just the central circuit up to approx.
4500m, with porters, cook and food supplied. We had a day left to recover
from our courage, to do the last shoppings – mars and sneakers bars,
chocolate and, not to forget, rubber boots up to the eyes with in-built snorkel
for the famous Ruwenzori swamps and to pack.
The next day we drove up to their office where the hike started. The contact
person had not arrived, yet and even later the preparations for our trip to the
moon were not too impressive. Probably the cell phone was not working and
they had no chance of being informed that the whole amount for the trip
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was paid. Nevertheless, half an hour later everything was organized and we
started with Colonel as our guide, James our cook and 8 porters for our little
luggage.
The first day’s hike was a gain in altitude of 1200m but not very strenuous and
in the afternoon we arrived at the first hut. There we met a group of German
tourists, completely wet and full of mud. They had some rain during the day
on their way down and told us that tomorrow there might be some more. We
ignored that all and enjoyed the excellent dinner of James and escaped
afterwards in our sleeping bags.

As well known by any insider the second day always is the most challenging
one: very long, steady climb, muddy tracks, parts where you climb over roots
of trees or over rotten bridges and ladders and you have to reach 3700 m
above sea level – in total some 7 to 8 hours.
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We survived that all and enjoyed an increasingly strange and surrealistic
vegetation, a kind of fairy forest in the upper parts of the hike. We also had
the first views of the highest mountains of the Ruwenzoris, Mt. Stanley and
Margerita. After some 7 hours we were very proud that we managed the
absolutely hardest day of the whole hike.

We honoured that by an ice cold bath in a nearby river, followed by some
cups of lousy tea, dinner and a hide in the sleeping bag until next morning. Of
course some hours later the next morning was there. We were already
warned that today we had to cross two big swamps and to climb up to
4000m. The mud would be endless and a wrong step would make us sink into
it up to the nose – we would have to order a chopper to get us out of this.
Having had all these warnings we started our hike in the usual optimistic
manner. The 1st swamp we crossed on a kind of a Catwalk they constructed
for the poor tourists (your entry fees were working for you). So no problem so
far, no swimming in the mud and no need of a chopper.
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Then we had to climb up to the second swamp and cross it. Here also our
entry fees did some good. The walkway was not yet assembled, but most of
the building material was left lying around in the swamp. So we could gently
balance on pieces of timber to cross – or just hop from one grass bushel to the
next.

Again no major accidents, now we could probably be sure we overcame the
major challenge of this hike. After this adventure we just had to climb another
hill and surprisingly cross a 3rd swamp along a lake. All no problem, except
that heavy rain started. First the rain gear got wet outside, then inside. That all
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at an altitude of about 4000m and a rather low temperature. Finally after 6
hours we arrived at the hut. It was rather rundown, but at least waterproof.

We had to dry up; then again we followed the ritual of lousy tea, etc.
Next day we had to reach the highest point of our hike – 4400 m. According
to our guide not too far away, an easy climb with just a few muddy patches.
Again our optimism was unbeatable. The first hour we started in thick mud –
definitely heavy duty rubber boot area. Then a steep climb followed by a
steel ladder to reach a kind of a pass. Here Monika was happy that we
already reached the highest point and that the steel ladder was by far not as
impressive as Barranco Wall on the Kili climb. After a short break we continued
from our highest point to our very highest point of the trail. Again a pretty
steep climb, fortunately we were walking in very thick fog, so Monika could
not see the sheer cliffs we were crossing. Finally we reached the top – Scott
Elliot Pass. No need to stop for a long time because visibility was exactly zero,
then we continued another 3 hours to reach the hut. Fortunately the thick fog
cleared up and the sun came through; the landscape proofed to be
fantastic.
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At the hut we met some more tourists – they were on the adventure of their
life with a tour operator, just flown in from Germany to walk in the mud of the
Ruwenzoris. Of course, supported by a tour operator they were much better
prepared than us, as they had some very detailed description of the whole
trail. So we learned that the day tomorrow would definitely be the hardest
one except the day after tomorrow. We should be specially prepared for
some physical and psychological challenges, cross and climb some sheer
cliffs and finally we would have to wear again our rubber boots because of
the mud all the way long. Prepared in this way Monika couldn’t sleep the
whole night – except when dreaming of the sheer cliffs with her on top of
them.
The next evening, after some 7 hours of rather easy hike, we did not ask these
tourists anymore about the next day. We concentrated on our lousy tea and
some dreams of ice cold beer. The next and last day: just downhill, back to
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the point where the whole muddy thing started. Must be easy; but only if
there is a kind of a trail, but there was none. So we followed small river beds,
crossed rocks, climbed down steep cliff, some more wooden ladders which
were completely rotten, finally after 6 hours and after Monika’s 99th cardiac
crises we reached the first hut of the trail. Here we were told that we just did
the most difficult and challenging part of the trail.

Then it was just another 2.5 hours easy walk downhill to the car park and the
adventure was over. We got a certificate certifying that we were still able to
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receive this piece of paper. And then we finally got an ice cold beer, well,
even several of them, and the first wonderful warm shower after 6 days.
After those adventures we
needed some rest and went to
the Kasenda Crater Lakes,
where we stayed in the middle
of tea plantations. Luckily we
had a triple room and we used
every spare space for drying our
laundry,
sleeping
bags,
backpacks, shoes; just name it.
To
promote
the
Finance
Ministers
tourism
budget,
Uganda
has
adjusted
its
National Parks’ fees. For cars with foreign number plates each entry costs a
straight US$ 150 – imagine, for the car only! Their explanation is that tour
operator would use local cars instead of those from Kenya. True enough, the
Kenyan safari-mobiles have disappeared and with them the tourists. After
much calculation we decided to visit Murchison National Park only, famous
for its waterfall in the Victoria Nile, its millions of tsetse flies and our big
brothers, the chimpanzees that can be tracked (and are more affordable
than the mountain gorillas of Rwanda and Uganda).
We started with tracking our brothers, and that really was special. A huge
thick forest, just a small footpath and only the songs of birds and then
suddenly a multitude of strange sounds all over the forest. We could not really
understand those sounds; nevertheless our guide confirmed that the chimps
communicated to prepare for our arrival. We left the path and walked
through thick rainforest – can you imagine how many lianas, thorny bushes
and trees there are!!! A few hundred trees and a few thousand sounds further
we were received by the chimps’ delegation. Most of them sitting in the trees
chewing on some strange leaves.
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We followed them for some time through the forest before going back to our
bungalow in the middle of the jungle.

The next day we continued along Lake Albert to the Nile River and the
Murchison Falls.
After 2 days of sightseeing and chasing the tsetse flies we drove back to the
southern part of Uganda and towards the border with Kenya. After our
experiences with Kampala we made a big detour around this city… In Mbale,
an old-fashioned town surrounded by tea plantations, we had our last
Ugandan beer – of course named Nile Special.
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Border formalities with Kenya were as easy as usual, and within an hour we
were in a new country. Huge wide roads filled with heavily loaded lorries, most
of them going to Juba/ South Sudan and the east of DRC. With our steering
wheel on the leftern side overtaking always is a special experience. If behind
one of these huge trucks, the driver does not see any oncoming traffic, so the
co-driver has to take over the responsibility of avoiding any frontal collisions in
giving the right advice at the right time (and the driver has to react
accordingly). Nevertheless, there is not only the famous truck road from
Mombasa thru Nairobi, Kampala, Kigali, Juba and east DRC, where on a
single lane road the goods for half a continent are transported in trucks which
passed their roadworthiness around 1950. Kenya seems to be a slightly
different world, rather resembling to Southern Africa than DRC. Here
Pick’n’Pay is called Nakumatt and Shoprite is Uchumi – and the offer is about
the same.
Kenya also is famous for its national parks, which are the most expensive in
whole Africa. Of course, another case of a Finance Minister discriminating the
private sector by increasing the fees until the majority of tourists stays in tents
or isn’t seen anymore. But still, it would be a pity not to go there.
As we saw some of the annual wildebeest migration in the Serengeti, we
wanted to see some more of it in the Maasai Mara. Near the Mara River the
landscape was dotted with ten thousands of brown spots, all wildebeests just
waiting to cross the river and their encounter with the ever-hungry crocs. With
some patience we, and dozens of safari-cars fighting for the best photo spot,
managed to really see them passing through the river. A loud, dusty, chaotic
and long spectacle.
But not only the crocs were waiting for them, there were plenty of other
predators around.
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In Nairobi there is a famous institution called Jungle Junction where all
overlanders meet. You can sleep and eat there, have your car repaired,
have your laundry washed in a real washing machine, just get the best
advice on how to handle difficult visa situations or simply on how to go from A
to B – and you realise, that 6 months travelling is not really a long time if you
compare with the guys on the road for the last 10 years, or the guy who left
the living room (with his beloved wife watching soap operas every evening) 3
years ago to buy a pack of cigarettes and suddenly he found himself at
Jungle Junction.
We still were looking for a second car that would drive with us through the
lonely north of Kenya and into Ethiopia. We found a South African couple
from Durban heading for a family visit to Germany and started to make plans
together, but first we still had to find a solution for our still outstanding
Ethiopian visa. For the remaining journey our car got new tires, was serviced
and everything loose was properly fixed again.
Nairobi is not a place where people would like to stay longer; just a big city
with far too much traffic congestion. Even going to the nearest shopping
center would take at least 2 hours, so even Monika is happy for not going
shopping and still is wearing her old, washed out T-shirts.
So we headed on to Amboseli National Park, famous for all those pictures of
elephants posing in front of Mount Kilimanjaro. Kili was a little bit shy and we
only could see it in the late evening and early morning, but there were plenty
of elephants and other animals – even the Maasais’ cows - roaming around.
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From the east gate of Amboseli we
got a special armed escort along the
Tanzanian border to Tsavo National
Park. It seems there were some
problems on the road many, many
years ago, now just the habit remains
(and it helps to nourish the poor
soldiers). Monika was not too keen on
it as she had to squeeze in on the
backseat between the gas-bottle,
bags with warm clothes and the
braai – this was the very place initially
planed for our American editor of the newsletter who got later replaced by
this famous gas bottle and microsoftie’s bullyboy-spellchecker.
Tsavo National Park was less expensive and also much less interesting – driving
around for hours without seeing a lot; but the beer was nice, especially the
location (but don’t think we could afford to stay there. We were on the
camping site for “only” US$ 30 - and with not even a drop of water)…
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As the difficulties in getting our Ethiopian Visa
still were remaining we decided to spend
some time at the beach south of Mombasa to
wait for the final verdict (and probably to
send them even more documents). That is
where we currently are: a camping site in the
middle of palm trees besides the sea,
turquoise water, lots of beach boys but
unfortunately rain every evening/ night.
It is now Wednesday, 4pm and the verdict is….we are allowed to enter
Ethiopia!!!
We will have more about those adventures in our next edition.
In the meantime,
Cheers from
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